POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) PRIMERS FOR AMPLIFYING AND SEQUENCING NUCLEAR 18S rDNA FROM LICHERIZED FUNGI
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In our studies of ascomycete evolution we have sought to include representatives of the largest group of ascomycetes, those 13,500 described species of lichen symbionts. As is well known, a lichen is a symbiosis between up to three different organisms: the fungal mycobiont with a green algal or cyanobacterial photobiont and sometimes both an algal and a cyanobacterial symbiont. As a further complication, the purified DNA from a lichen may contain up to six different ribosomal DNA (rDNA) genomes: those of the fungal nuclei and mitochondria, the green algal nuclei, mitochondria, and chloroplasts, and that of a cyanobacterium. For sequence analysis of the fungal nuclear small subunit (18S) rDNA, the complicating sequence is the green algal 18S rDNA. With the polymerase chain reaction it is possible to sequence only the DNA of the fungal component.

To sequence the DNA of the fungal mycobiont from a lichen association we designed primers for the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) which amplify the fungal 18S rDNA but not the green algal 18S rDNA. These primers were based on a comparison of 18S rDNA from Neurospora crassa Shear & Dodge (GenBank code name NEURRNAs), Saccharomyces cerevisiae Meyen ex Hansen (GenBank code name YSCRGEA), and the green alga (Chlorophyta) Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Dangeard (DNA sequence from Gunderson et al., 1987). The selected primer regions are nearly identical between the two fungi (having at most one nucleotide substitution), but the green algal sequence has in all cases except one at least one different nucleotide on the 3' end of the primer. Details of primer design are presented in Innis and Gelfand (1990) and Kwok et al. (1990).

The primers, their product sizes and \( T_{m,s} \) [the melting temperature, midpoint of the temperature range where the primer and template DNA denature, as determined with the method of Meinkoth and Wahl (1984)] are shown in Table I. NS17UCB through NS24UCB are designated NS for nuclear small subunit and UCB for the University of California at Berkeley. Primers with odd numbers prime the coding strand; primers with even numbers prime the noncoding strand. Product size in basepairs (bp) is based on the sequence of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

Figure 1 shows the sequence alignment for each primer with DNA sequences from representative organisms of the Ascomycotina [Neurospora crassa, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Lecidella crustulata (Acharius) Sprengel, and Morchella esculenta (Linneaus) Persoon], Myxomycetes (Dictyostelium discoidenum Raper, GenBank code name DDIRGE), and Chlorophyta (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii). The Lecidea and Morchella sequences are from the authors’ work, sequences from the primer sites NS17UCB and NS24UCB are not known for these two organisms. A schematic view of the nonalgal primer sites compared to Saccharomyces’ 18S rDNA sequence is given in Fig. 1.

Representatives of the green algal genus Trebouxia de Puymaly (the most common lichen symbiont) and the green algal species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii do not amplify with these nonalgal primers when used as described. Figure 2 shows the PCR products from DNA extracted from cultures of L. crustulata (ATCC 18297) and C. reinhardtii (UCB Microgarden 55-002). The primer pair NS1-NS8 amplified both fungal and algal DNA [PCR amplification as in White et al. (1990); 50°C annealing temperature, 30 cycles]; the nonalgal primer pair NS17UCB-NS24UCB amplified the fungal, but not the algal DNA (52°C annealing temperature, 30 cycles). The Lecidea PCR product is slightly longer because of an insertion in this region.

These primers work well for amplifying and sequencing likenized fungal nuclear DNA. We have symmetrically amplified double stranded DNA from nearly the entire small subunit (ca 1750 bp) with NS17UCB-NS24UCB and
**Fig. 1.** Primer sequences aligned with the 18S rDNA of representatives of each genus.
then used this double stranded product for asymmetric amplifications. For single stranded amplifications we used these pairs of primers: NS17UCB–NS18UCB, NS19UCB–NS20UCB, NS21UCB–NS22UCB, and NS23UCB–NS24UCB. Less specific universal primers (NS1–NS8; White et al., 1990), may be substituted for one of the primers or used in tandem for a second amplification. We have also used primers NS17UCB–NS24UCB for direct sequencing of double stranded product (Kusukawa et al., 1990).

When used as described in White et al. (1990) the primers NS17UCB through NS24UCB amplify fungi from the subdivisions Ascomycotina, Basidiomycotina, and Oomycotina. However, these primers are by no means fungal specific. Several have been reported to amplify vascular plant DNA (Tom Bruns, pers. comm.) and at least one amplifies insect DNA (Mary Berbee, pers. comm.) at annealing temperatures as high as 53 C.

The polymerase chain reaction creates new opportunities for research on slow-growing, difficult-to-culture, or obligately symbiotic organisms, such as rusts, endophytes, and mycorrhizal, lichenicolous or endolithic fungi, and the PCR has already been used on rDNA of a lichen chimaera (Armaleo and Clerc, 1991). Fungal DNA sequences show promise as systematic characters to elucidate questions of evolution and phylogeny raised by their morphology (Bruns et al., 1991). As more fungi are sequenced it will be possible to design primers with greater specificity.
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